
Robot Actions
Human Actions

Other?

Move

Don't move

attach to other robots

manipulate cube

manu. multiple cubes

move in auto

cube on switch

climb

park

park?

launch cube throw across field

ram into...

scale

switch

opponent

driver station

opponent exchange

cubes

put cube in portal

get cube from exchange

get cube from portal

cross auto line

cube from floor

get cube from your
stack

get cube from opponent
stack

help others climb

partner

opponent

put cubes on opp.
platform

put cube on opp. switch

move sideways

straif?

extend

hook onto rail

hook onto other robot

launch a cube

past 16" in teleop

detach part of robot

actual levitation

exchange cubes for
actions?

push teammate onto
platform (gentle)

drop battery on floordo it again....

rearrange cubes on
scale

offensive

defensive

remove cubes from
scale

use last years robot

allow robots to attach
to us

pinning other robots

blocking other robots

blocking cubes

own opponent switch

spin

align

activate power ups

drive the robot move in driver station drive from other side of
alliance station

enter cubes into field
repair robot on site

cuss

exchange

portal
take cubes from field

put cubes in vault
move conveyor.. yeah

texting on the field!
cup and string

be technician
30ft pole camera

walk onto field with
bike

drink water?

panic

cry

stress freezing?

reach into the exchange

step over barrier

get crushed under scale
no powered signals

get yelled at by Andyyell back

tip over

you climb and then help
others

climb down

tip over other robot

shoot while climbing

robot sing hamilton

Use vision targets

Use vision targets

use signs

technician coms.

corn

eat corn

run
catch falling driver

station

hit driver station walldo the whip

cube on switch

cross into opponent
zone

take alliance members
cubes

use power up in auto

actually not move

cube on scale

ram other team in null
zone

and tip over

stack small side of cube
onto scale

cube from other robot

stack cubes multiple
high on scale

move alliance partners
across line

get above 12"

Attach to rung

attach to other robot

attach to other part of
scale

arms

side

climb into scale

with robot on top of you

receive levitation point

flip robot upside down
to get above 12

touch a parked robot

launch cube while
parked

portal

extend sideways

while theyscoring?

take cubes from other
robots

take cube from other
side of field

pile

10 line

hold onto cubes

gain ownership

put cube into exchange

block climbing space

gain ownerhship

gain ownership

Gain ownership

Gain ownership

Gain ownership

See human action

Correct side

Wrong Side

1

Correct Side

Wrong Side

Gain ownership

Gain ownership

Gain ownership


